This paper presents a real-time 6DoF localization method which corrects accumulative error by estimating relative poses to building walls for mobile robots in urban areas. This method exploits a fact that most of all artificial walls are built vertically. It estimates poses by not only an inertial sensor but also real-time SLAM and observations of normals from point-cloud of artificial walls for estimating absolute poses in the gravity coordinate system. Those three types of poses which are estimated by each way are combined by extended Kalman filter. To evaluate the proposed method, outdoor experiments with an actual robot were performed. They show the method keeps correcting accumulative error while the robot moves. The other experiments show how the method suppresses influence of non-vertical planes.
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• 0 (a) With 2 normals observed (b) With 1 normal observed Fig. 1 In (a), the gravity vector G robot is estimated by the cross product of the two observed normals N 1 , N 2 . N 1 , N 2 are normals which are extracted and clustered, and they are not parallel. In (b), estimating the gravity vector G robot is supposed to need two or more vectors which are not parallel to each other. The proposed method partially corrects the estimation of the gravity vector by using G ′ robot which is estimated one step before. 
• 2 the system which runs when the robot has no move. "Dynamic" part represents the system after the robot starts driving.
Estimating pose with vertical walls is referred to as "Relative pose to walls" in this figure, and the pose is merged through E.K.F. with other estimations. In "Integration" part, estimated pose(orientation) and linear velocity are integrated. Fig. 3 The experimental mobile robot has 3D-LIDAR, camera, IMU and wheel encoders. RealSense D435 is RGBD camera, however this is just for LSD-SLAM and depth information is not used in the experiment. Table 2 Errors of position and pose estimations.
proposed method +1. n: number of dominative normals n ≧ 3 n = 2 n = 1 n = 0 ratio[%] 0.09 39.06 60.84 0 Table 4 Average and variance of the proposed method in 1-round experiments. 
